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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Welcome!
As the oldest evaluation society in the US, on behalf of the Eastern
Evaluation Research Society’s Board of Directors, I want to welcome you
to our 41st Annual Conference! As the oldest evaluation society in the US,
we have a long history of supporting and enriching the work of evaluators
across many disciplines; and with this year’s program, we will continue this
tradition.
This year, we have designed an inspiring program around our conference
theme: Equity, Ethics, and Evidence. We are also excited to bring you three
esteemed keynote and plenary speakers: Leslie Goodyear, President of the
American Evaluation Association; Sherry Glied, Dean of Robert F. Wagner
Graduate School of Public Service at New York University and Member
of the Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking; and Patrice Fenton,
Associate Director of NYC Men Teach at the City University of New York.
While EERS is known for providing a stimulating knowledge and skill building experience for evaluators, we are also known for creating a welcoming
atmosphere to facilitate networking, camaraderie, and opportunities for
students. So, please avail yourselves of the interactive networking dessert and reception Sunday night, the student poster session and reception
Monday night, and the hospitality suite open both nights for more networking after the formal programming has finished.
We hope you enjoy the conference, make some new connections, and join
us again next year!
Sincerely,
Cheryl M. Ackerman
EERS President 2017-2018
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EERS 2018 Schedule at a Glance

Sunday, April 29th
2:00 pm – 9:00 pm

Registration (Lobby Bar)

3:00 pm – 6:00 pm

Pre-Conference Workshops

6:00 pm – 7:30 pm

Dinner on your own

7:30 pm – 9:00 pm

Interactive Networking Session and Dessert Reception

9:00 pm – 11:00 pm

Hospitality Suite open for evening networking (Room 490)

Monday, April 30th
8:00 am – 5:30 pm

Registration (Presidential Hallway)

8:00 am – 8:30 am

Continental Breakfast

9:00 am – 10:15 am

Breakfast with Plenary Speaker: Sherry Glied

10:30 am – 12:00 pm

Concurrent Sessions

12:15 pm – 1:45 pm

Lunch and Keynote Address by Leslie Goodyear

2:00 pm – 3:30 pm

Concurrent Sessions

3:45 pm – 5:15 pm

Concurrent Sessions

5:25 pm – 6:25 pm

Graduate Student Networking Opportunity

6:45 pm – 7:45 pm

Student Posters and Networking Reception with Cash Bar

7:45 pm – 9:00 pm

Dinner at hotel restaurant (not an official conference function, arrangements for joining others
can be made at registration desk)

9:00 pm – 11:00 pm

Hospitality Suite open for evening networking (Room 490)

Tuesday, May 1st
7:30 am – 8:45 am

Breakfast with Plenary Speaker: Patrice Fenton

9:00 am – 10:30 am

Concurrent Sessions

10:30 am – 10:45 am

Break to allow for hotel check-out

10:45 am – 12:15 pm

Concurrent Sessions

12:30 pm – 2:00 pm

Lunch with discussion led by EERS board members

2:15 pm – 3:00 pm

Board Meeting: All conference participants are welcome!
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Conference Schedule: Sunday, April 29Th

2:00 to 9:00 pm
Lobby Bar

Registration

3:00 to 6:00 pm
Harding Room

Pre-Conference Workshop
Using Rapid Cycle Learning to Infuse a Culture of Continuous Learning
»» Lisa Frantzen, TCC Group
How do we go about setting and answering key learning questions that will both build
real-time evaluation capacity and feed into program implementation and outcomes
achievement? Rapid cycle learning (RCL) has been used in places as varied as the
military, the private sector, emergency response, and healthcare. As evaluators we
can use RCL to institutionalize regular reflective practice, apply multiple lenses and
perspectives, and facilitate on-going course correction based on real-time data.
This workshop will provide participants with an overview of RCL’s origins and fit
within the evaluation world. Participants will then have hands-on practice planning for
RCL within an evaluation approach, and using RCL tools such as after-action review,
pre-mortems, and text polling. Participants will also discuss the challenges of using
RCL, including creating organizational change for RCL use, and will develop ways to
address these challenges within their evaluation work.

3:00 to 6:00 pm
Salon A

Pre-Conference Workshop
Doing the Right Thing: Community Engagement and Empowerment
»» Michelle Mitchell & Ashley Tetreault, Partnership for Health
Evaluators are motivated individually and professionally to do the right thing.
We want to make sure every voice is heard and that we tell a story that is true
and empowering. Our traditional tools such as focus groups and interviews have
limitations and often require the evaluator to choose between breadth and depth.
We believe we can have it all! From quantitative techniques with 100+ people, to
intimate conversations with Photovoice photographers, we will share our strategies,
tools, and experiences engaging participants as authentic partners.
Using our collective experience working with a variety of populations from lowincome adults and youth, immigrants and refugees, veterans, people with intellectual
disabilities, students, and state government, we will also explore how the evaluator
navigates the social, cultural and economic dynamics during data collection.
In addition, we will introduce some innovative tools that we use in our evaluation
work, such as Round Robin Focus Groups, World Café and Photovoice. For each tool
we will provide an interactive demonstration followed by a discussion about what’s
appropriate to use, when, and with whom. We will also discuss Institutional Review
Board (IRB) and proposal writing, budgeting, and planning.
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Conference Schedule: Sunday, April 29Th

7:30 to 9:00 pm
Oval Room

Welcome Reception
Interactive Networking Session and Dessert Reception

9:00 to 11:00 pm
Hospitality Suite, Room 490

Networking in Hospitality Suite
Join Board members for an informal social and networking opportunity.
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Conference Schedule: Monday, April 30

8:00 to 5:30 pm

Registration

8:00 to 8:30 am
Presidential Hallway

Continental Breakfast

9:00 to 10:15 am
Salons A and B

Breakfast with Plenary Speaker Sherry Glied
Dean of Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service, New York
University; Member of Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking
Data, Evidence, and Evaluation – Balancing Opportunities and Risk
»» Introduction: Nick Hart, Evidence-Based Policymaking Initiative
The Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking released its report in September
2017, and both Congress and the Executive branch have taken steps to put
into place several of its recommendations. This presentation will summarize the
Commission’s work and address some of the tradeoffs the Commission confronted,
with respect to both evidence development and the use of evidence in policy-making.
It will also highlight opportunities for evaluators and researchers to increase
evidence development and the implementation of evidence-based policies.

10:30 am to 12:00 pm
Harding Room

Skill Building and Discussion
Topic & content areas: Capacity Building and Qualitative Data Collection
Effective Communication Skills While Facilitating Interviews and
Focus Groups
»» Ouen Hunter, Western Michigan University
»» Jeffrey Hillman, Western Michigan University
This interactive session will use hands-on exercises to emphasize how verbal and
non-verbal communication skills will help evaluators gather and tell the stories of
their clients and organizations, based on the presenters’ experiences in clinical
social work and health care administration.

Weaving Communication into the Fabric of Evaluation
»» Miriah Russo Kelly, Evaluation Specialist, University of Connecticut
»» Teresa McCoy, Assistant Director of Evaluation & Assessment, University of
Maryland Extension
This presentation seeks to inspire participants to think differently about their
evaluation communication efforts, and will arm participants with practical ways to
integrate appropriate communication techniques into their practice.
»» Chair: Cheryl Ackerman, University of Delaware
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Conference Schedule: Monday, April 30

10:30 am to 12:00 pm
Cape May Room

Concurrent Session
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Design and Research Methods;
Evaluator-Client Relationships; Education
Making Success: Evaluating a School District’s Integration of Making into
its Middle and High School
»» Keith Trahan, PhD, Associate Director
»» Stephanie Maietta Romero, EdD, Research Associate
»» Renata Almeida Ramos, Graduate Student Researcher
»» Cynthia Tananis, EdD, Director, Center for Evaluation and Assessment of Capacity,
School of Education, University of Pittsburgh
This presentation will report on year one of a two-year National Science Foundation
(NSF) funded project working to uncover and describe critical components and
capacities that have allowed Elizabeth Forward School District to integrate the Maker
Movement into its middle and high school, and to develop appropriate evaluation
activities to gauge instruction and learning.

Comprehensively Evaluating an Urban District’s Growing
English Learners Program
»» Jill Hendrickson Lohmeier, Ph.D, University of Massachusetts Lowell
»» Shanna Thompson, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts Lowell
»» Nadine Ekstrom, C.A.G.S., University of Massachusetts Lowell
This presentation will describe an evaluation of a rapidly growing urban district’s
English Learners program.

Using Evidence to Evaluate the Barriers to On-Time Kindergarten
Registration and Inform Policy and Process
»» Kristyn Stewart, Senior Research Associate, The School District of Philadelphia
»» Ryan Fink, Research Specialist, Consortium for Policy Research in Education
This session will discuss the implications of late kindergarten registration on a large
urban school district and the collaborative evaluation of the registration process to
identify barriers to inform and influence policy and practice.
»» Chair: Kelly Feighan, Public Health Management Corporation
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Conference Schedule: Monday, April 30

10:30 am to 12:00 pm
Eisenhower Room

Panel
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Design and Research Methods;
Evaluator-Client Relationships; Capacity Building
Embracing DEI as an Organizational Value: What We’ve Learned on this
Journey with our Team and Clients
More than ever, evaluators must embrace principles and practices that allow
them to advance diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) within their organizations –
whether independent firms, academic centers, or evaluation teams. Evaluators
also play an important role in helping clients address DEI issues. By engaging in
equitable approaches that are actionable in their organizations, evaluators are in
a stronger position to apply a DEI lens when working with clients. In this session,
we will explore how adopting an internal DEI framework can strengthen the quality,
relevance, and credibility of evaluation practices – providing tangible examples of
work with clients.

Embracing DEI as an Organizational Value and Practice
»» Seth Klukoff, Senior Director of Communications, Equal Measure
This presentation will describe how an evaluation firm operationalized DEI practices
and policies, and share tangible steps the organization has developed to assess
and refine these strategies in the spirit of continuous improvement.

Elevating Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in a National Postsecondary
Attainment Initiative
»» Kim Glassman, Director, Equal Measure
This presentation will share how we worked with a national postsecondary
attainment initiative in 75 cities, aiming to deepen the impact of cross-sector, placebased efforts to increase higher education attainment in communities and cities
across the country, to elevate DEI practices within the engagement.

Infusing a DEI Lens into Two National Family Economic Security Pilots
»» Bilal Taylor, Senior Consultant, Equal Measure
This presentation will share how we worked with two family economic security pilot
programs of a national foundation to elevate DEI practices within the engagement.
»» Chair: Justin Piff, Equal Measure
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Conference Schedule: Monday, April 30

10:30 am to 12:00 pm
Salon A

Panel
Topic & content areas: Capacity building, Evaluation Education, Theory, and
Evaluation Use
Soup-to-Nuts: Understanding the Challenges of Generating and
Using Evidence in Government
The Executive and Legislative Branches of government share common challenges
in successfully implementing evidence initiatives. This panel will highlight lessons
learned about the generation and use of evidence in the Executive Branch during
the Bush and Obama administrations. A second presentation will highlight the
institutional challenges in the Congress for using evidence successfully across
the array of policy mechanisms, then present options for improving the legislative
institutional infrastructure. Together the presentations suggest the challenges faced
in using evidence to inform government decisions, while recognizing the numerous
opportunities for improvement in the near future across ethical and societal
perspectives.

Change and Continuity: Lessons from the Bush and
Obama Administration Evidence Initiatives
»» Nick Hart, Director, Evidence-Based Policymaking Initiative
This presentation will discuss how the Executive Branch’s evidence initiatives have
many common features and face the same types of limitations that can inform how
future efforts are designed and implemented.

New Directions for Evidence Use by Congress
»» Sandy Davis, Senior Advisor, Bipartisan Policy Center
Congress struggles to use evidence due to a lack of technical capacity, time, and
resources; this presentation highlights options to address the gaps in capacity.
»» Chair: Stephanie Saunders, Educational Testing Service
10:30 am to 12:00 pm
Salon B

Concurrent Session
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Design and Research Methods;
Project Management
Embracing Evidence: Lessons from Supporting Federal Evidence-Based
Grant Making Programs
»» Michael Long, Principal, ICF
»» Katelyn Sedelmyer, Associate, ICF
This presentation offers insight into how federal grantees are being encouraged to
incorporate evidence in a variety of ways, and the implications for evaluators.
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Conference Schedule: Monday, April 30
Tracking Longitudinal Studies
»» Matthew Von Hendy, Principal, Green Heron Information Services
This presentation will cover some of the publicly available longitudinal studies
that are being done in the US and Europe, provide resources to locate additional
longitudinal studies, and suggest ways to locate longitudinal studies in the peerreviewed and grey literatures.
Mapping as a Policy Evaluation Tool: Lessons from Pennsylvania’s Tobacco
Prevention and Control Program (PADOH)
»» Alexandra Ernst, Project Manager, Public Health Management Corporation (PHMC)
»» Sue McLain, Public Health Program Manager, Pennsylvania Department of Health
»» Laura McCann, Project Manager, Public Health Management Corporation
»» Mark Modugno, Public Health Program Administrator, Pennsylvania
Department of Health
»» Duane Barksdale, Research Assistant, Public Health Management Corporation
»» Jennifer Dickson Keith, Deputy Director, R&E Group
As part of an evaluation of the Pennsylvania Tobacco Prevention and Control
program, evaluators at Public Health Management Corporation utilized a geographic
information systems software, ArcGIS, to document program reach over time and
analyze alongside census data and municipal and county policies.
»» Chair: Benjamin Cohen, Center for Schools and Communities
12:15 to 1:45 pm
Salon C

Lunch with Keynote Leslie Goodyear
Principal Research Scientist, Education Development Center
AEA President 2018
Equity, Ethics and Evidence: What’s New in AEA and the Field?
»» Introduction: Kirk Knestis, Hezel Associates
What’s going on in the American Evaluation Association? And how can you get
involved? Leslie’s talk will connect the EERS conference theme – Equity, Ethics, and
Evidence – to recent AEA initiatives, with a focus on how EERS attendees can learn
more about what’s happening in AEA and get involved. Topics will include a preview
of the revisions to the Guiding Principles for Evaluators, an update on the Evaluator
Competencies Task Force and their findings, and recent successes of the Evaluation
Policy Task Force. In addition, she will make connections from the EERS theme to
the 2018 AEA conference theme, Speaking Truth to Power. Her remarks will be brief
so that she can engage in dialogue with the audience about these issues and others
that are front-and-center in evaluators’ professional lives.
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Conference Schedule: Monday, April 30

2:00 to 3:30 pm
Harding Room

Panel
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Design and Research Methods;
Evaluator-Client Relationships; Project Management
Issues of Equity, Ethics, and Evidence in a Big Messy Evaluation
This panel will discuss struggles to uphold equity and ethics, and provide evidence
in a big messy evaluation of an education initiative. This large-scale evaluation
targeted teacher and leader professional development with the ultimate goal of
improving student achievement. This three-study evaluation aimed to study the
initiative’s theory of action and examine the implementation and effectiveness of
initiative activities targeting professional growth. These three studies, framed as
theory-building, formative, and efficacy evaluations, coincidently aligned with issues
relating to equity, ethics, and evidence, respectively. These issues will be discussed
in terms of project management and lessons learned from the evaluation.

Issues of Equity in a Big Messy Evaluation
»» Kirk Knestis, PhD, CEO, Hezel Associates
This session will examine how issues of equity should be considered in terms of
both the provision of interventions to improve education, and the determination of
outcomes anticipated from program activities.

Issues of Ethics in a Big Messy Evaluation
»» Sarah Glazier, Research Analyst, Hezel Associates
This session will highlight challenges evaluators face when balancing evaluation
rigor, client satisfaction, and ethics, drawing on a formative evaluation of an
education initiative.

Issues of Evidence in a Big Messy Evaluation
»» Tina DeMarco, Doctoral Student, Remove quote following SUNY
This session will discuss the importance of quality data and implementation fidelity
when interpreting and reporting evidence in educational evaluation.
»» Chair: Siobhan Cooney, Cooney Collaborative
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Conference Schedule: Monday, April 30

2:00 to 3:30 pm
Cape May Room

Concurrent Session
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Design and Research Methods,
Evaluation Theory
Is It Completely Dead, or Can We Save It?: An Examination of a
Real-World Evaluation Dilemma
»» Cheryl M. Ackerman, Director of Evaluation, Delaware Environmental Institute,
University of Delaware
»» Jennifer Gallo-Fox, Assistant Professor, Human Development and Family Sciences,
University of Delaware
»» Danielle Ford, Associate Professor, School of Education, University of Delaware
»» Susan McGeary, Associate Professor, Department of Geological Sciences,
University of Delaware
This session will explore how an opportunity to examine methodological issues
associated with instrument development and use as part of a quasi-experimental
study of pre-service teacher science education, and the process of determining if
the instrument, even in part, can still be used.

Common Methodological Issues Related to Faulty Evidence
»» Stacey S. Merola, President and Principal Scientist, Merola Research LLC
This presentation will engage the audience in a discussion of common
methodological problems that have led to the generation, and possible subsequent
widespread dissemination, of faulty evidence.

Working with Assumptions to Enhance Program Effectiveness
»» Apollo M. Nkwake, Associate Research Professor of International Affairs, The George
Washington University’s Institute for Disaster and Fragility Resilience, Elliott School
of International Affairs
In this presentation, the critical validation of assumptions in evaluation is discussed
as essential to effective and ethical evaluations and the achievement of equitable
growth. This presentation will discuss a typology and tools for examining evaluand
and evaluation assumptions.
»» Chair: Sheila Matano, Carson Research
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Conference Schedule: Monday, April 30

2:00 to 3:30 pm
Eisenhower Room

Concurrent Session
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Capacity Building, Design and
Research Methods
Better Programs through Evaluation Capacity-Building:
A State Level Example
»» Patricia Moore Shaffer, Ph.D., President, Shaffer Evaluation Group
»» Kristi E. Wagner, Ed.D., Senior Research Associate, Shaffer Evaluation Group
The session presents a case study of a capacity building project with a state level
agency seeking to increase the evaluation capacity of their grantees through training
and technical assistance, as well as building their own evaluation capacity as
program managers.

Balancing Standardized and Unique Quantitative Indicators of Progress
»» Robert Roach, Senior Consultant, Equal Measure
»» Laiyi Wei, Consultant, Equal Measure
We will present how we process and analyze varied indicators that collective impact
partnerships use to track their progress toward their goals; how we have presented
this information to various audiences; and how stakeholders have leveraged this
data to demonstrate the effectiveness of work and are moving to create more
alignment across partnership indicators.

Student Award Presentation: Extending the Golden Spike to Include
Evidence and Practice Mapping of Boy Scouts of America
»» Rachael Doubledee, Doctoral Research Assistant, Montclair State University
»» Derek Morgan, Graduate Research Assistant, Montclair State University
»» Anna Maria Gilgar, Research Assistant, Montclair State University
»» Lauren Gama, Research Associate, Montclair State University
»» Johanna S. Quinn, Postdoctoral Researcher, Montclair State University
»» E. Danielle Roberts, Postdoctoral Researcher, Montclair State University
»» Miriam R. Linver, Professor, Montclair State University
»» Jennifer Brown Urban, Professor, Montclair State University
This presentation will explain the process of using literature and training materials
to establish connections between short- and medium-term outcomes to long-term
outcomes of a specific type of logic model called a pathway model.
»» Chair: Kim Glassman, Equal Measure
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Conference Schedule: Monday, April 30

2:00 to 3:30 pm
Salon A

Concurrent Session
Topic & content areas: Capacity Building
A Collective Impact Approach: Implications for Network Development and
Evaluation Capacity Building
»» Lorien E. MacAuley, PhD; Instructor; Department of Agricultural, Leadership, and
Community Education; Virginia Tech
»» Kim L. Niewolny, PhD; Associate Professor; Department of Agricultural, Leadership,
and Community Education; Virginia Tech
»» Thomas G. Archibald, PhD; Assistant Professor; Department of Agricultural,
Leadership, and Community Education; Virginia Tech
This presentation describes how our collective impact approach with Virginia
beginning farmers and service providers has built evaluation capacity within a
developing network, made possible by the relationship- and trust-building that
emerges within this collaborative space for dialogue and emergent solutions.

Turning Practice into Theory: Helping Grassroots Organizations Develop
Theories of Change & Logic Models
»» Andrew MacDonald, Senior Associate, ICF
»» Michael Long, Principal, ICF
This presentation outlines practical strategies researchers can use to help
grassroots organizations develop their first theory of change and logic model and
prepare for an evaluation.

Community-Driven Tool Development: A Catalyst for Evaluation Success
»» Michelle Munsey, Evaluator at Partnerships for Health, LLC
»» Sarah Lewis, Program Coordinator at Maine Access Immigrant Network
This presentation will focus on employing a community-driven approach to
developing evaluation tools to ensure the incorporation of community voice into the
data collection process and to promote the collection of quality data.
»» Chair: Thomas Archibald, Virginia Tech
2:00 to 3:30 pm
Salon B

Skill Builder
Topic & content areas: Evaluation as a Profession
From Practice to Praxis: Orienting New Evaluators to the Intersection
between Theorists and Practitioners
»» Michelle Mitchell, Executive Director at Partnerships For Health, LLC
»» David Bell, Professor at Clark University
Evaluation is a relatively young field of practice with practitioners and theorists
emerging from many different disciplines. The convergence of disciplines has
resulted in a rich and eclectic field of practice and a multitude of distinct and
sometimes disparate theories and frameworks. While the diversity is celebrated by
mature evaluators, it often presents challenges to novice evaluators entering—or
negotiating—the field.
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This Skill Building Session will explore the development of communities of praxis
as a way to help emerging evaluators reflect on and integrate their knowledge,
expertise and experiences into a professional field that is often messy, complex and
non-standardized. Using the session participants as an example of a community of
praxis, the presenters will provide a space for dialogue for professionals to critically
reflect upon and assesses their everyday realities and experiences of evaluation
through their own lenses and from their own perspectives. Both the conceptual and
practical aspects of evaluation work to be explored.
»» Chair: Keith Trahan, University of Pittsburgh
3:45 to 5:00 pm
Cape May Room

Concurrent Session
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Design Research Methods;
Capacity Building
Increasing the Visibility of Public Health: Integrating Evaluation and
Communications
»» Ashley Tetreault, Evaluator, Partnerships for Health
This presentation will discuss how evaluation may hold the key to telling the story
of public health and making it more concrete and visible through the collaborative
effort among communication experts and evaluators in order to articulate results in
an effective and efficient way.

Applying a Collective Impact Model to Evaluate an Ongoing Urban
Postsecondary Achievement Initiative
»» Ishwar Bridgelal, Research Associate, CUNY Center for Advanced Study in Education
»» Deborah Hecht, Interim Director and Senior Research Scientist, CUNY Center for
Advanced Study in Education
This presentation describes an attempt to devise a collective impact model as an
evaluative framework for organizational harmony in a large urban postsecondary
achievement initiative entering its fourth year of operation.

Measuring Capacity Strengthening: Lessons from the Disaster Resilience
Leadership program
»» Apollo M. Nkwake, The George Washington University’s Institute for Disaster and
Fragility Resilience
»» Ky Luu, The George Washington University’s Institute for Disaster and
Fragility Resilience
»» Deborah B. Elzie, The George Washington University’s Institute for Disaster and
Fragility Resilience
»» Eric Corzine, The George Washington University’s Institute for Disaster and
Fragility Resilience
»» Courtni Blackstone, The George Washington University’s Institute for Disaster and
Fragility Resilience
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Over the past seven years, the George Washington University’s Institute for Disaster
and Fragility Resilience has implemented the Disaster Resilience Leadership (DRL)
program in collaboration with partners located in Africa, Asia, and the Caribbean;
and with generous support from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and the
World Bank’s Global Facility for Disaster Reduction and Recovery (GFDRR). The DRL
program aims to (1) systematically strengthen the capacity of existing disaster risk
management leaders at all levels, (2) support the development of future leaders,
and (3) produce a network of public, private, and non-governmental stakeholders,
by linking a series of coordinating nodes hosted by academic institutions among
especially vulnerable communities. Measuring program success and using evidence
to guide program delivery has been a crucial part of the DRL program. The paper
discusses experiences and lessons-both from failure and success, in designing,
delivering and measuring outcomes of disaster resilience leadership strengthening.
»» Chair: Elizabeth Grim, Independent Evaluation Consultant

3:45 to 5:15 pm
Harding Room

Concurrent Session
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Capacity Building;
International Evaluation
Student Award Presentation: Dalit and Janjati Women Breaking the
Cycle of Poverty: Remote Design M&E for ETC
»» Jacqueline Toppin, M.S. in International Affairs, The New School
»» Tim Sughrue, M.A., The New School
This presentation will explore how a remotely designed monitoring and evaluation
toolkit could augment ETC’s ability to provide innovative services to alleviate the
impact of poverty on Dalit and Janjati women’s lives and improve their health and
well-being to the benefit of Nepali.

Is Feminist International Development Policy Effective?
»» Marje Aksli, Evaluation Consultant
This presentation will explore equity, ethics, and evidence in assessing Canada’s
feminist international development policy.

Women Leadership and Empowerment: Understanding Context and Culture
for Ethical Data Collection
»» Angelo Gamarra, Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning Specialist, Vital Voices Global
Partnership
This presentation offers valuable lessons in understanding context and inequities
of women leaders in Kenya, India and Argentina while creating an ethical and safe
space to gather evidence.
»» Chair: Rekha Shukla, Barbara Goldberg & Associates, LLC
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Conference Schedule: Monday, April 30

3:45 to 5:15 pm
Eisenhower Room

Panel
Topic & content areas: Evaluator-Client Relationships; Capacity Building;
Education and Healthcare
Building Evaluation Capacity through the Partnerships for Advancing
Character Program Evaluation Project
Though youth character education programs are internationally popular, a lack of
formal evaluation compounded by limited time, funding, evaluation knowledge and
capacity makes their impact unclear. The PACE Project offers an innovative solution
through evaluation capacity building matching 8 evaluators and 32 program staff
from across the country through a multi-faceted year-long program. PACE prepares
program staff to immediately assess and improve their programs, as evaluators
develop capacity-building and methodological techniques incorporating the Systems
Evaluation Protocol, Evolutionary Evaluation, Evaluative Thinking, and PersonCentered Analyses. This panel shares participant perspectives with strategies for
partnerships and applicable ideas for evaluation capacity building.

Setting the “PACE” in Youth Character Development: A Project Overview
»» Jennifer Brown Urban, PACE Project Lead, Montclair State University
»» Monica Hargraves, Associate Director for Evaluation Partnerships in the Cornell
Office for Research on Evaluation.
»» Jane Buckley, Evaluation Capacity Consultant, JCB Consulting
»» Satabdi Samtani, Post-Doctoral Fellow, PACE Project, Montclair State University
»» Lisa M. Chauveron, Doctoral candidate, Montclair University, Evaluation Consultant
»» Claire Hebbard, Office Manager, Cornell Office for Research on Evaluation.
»» Thomas Archibald, Assistant Professor and Extension Specialist in the Department of
Agricultural, Leadership, and Community Education at Virginia Tech
»» Miriam R. Linver, Professor of Family Science & Human Development, Co-Director
Research on Youth Thriving and Evaluation Institute at Montclair State University
By matching local evaluators and programs, PACE fosters true partnerships between
local evaluators and program staff in the first ECB effort of its kind; Come learn
about it!

Making Change on-the-Ground: The Program Professionals’ Perspective
»» Heather Kamia, Program Director, Metro Youth and Family Services, Lutheran Social
Service
»» Lolyann Connor, Manager of Organizational Quality and Evaluation, Lutheran Social
Service
»» Marc Maddy, Director of Evaluation and Quality Assurance, JusticeWorks YouthCare
»» Chelsee Bower, Quality Assurance Specialist, JusticeWorks Youth Care
To create change in youth character programs, this presentation shares the
challenges, successes and lessons learned from diverse youth character programs
located across the country.
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Promoting Evaluative Change: The Evaluation Capacity Builders’
Perspective
»» Michelle Molina, Evaluation Associate, Keene Insights
»» Michelle Sloper, Senior Evaluation Associate, Claremont Evaluation Center
»» Shira Solomon, Principal Evaluator, Solomon Evaluation
This presentation will discuss how using a cutting-edge approach, PACE’s ECB
framework guided evaluators and their program partners through a discovery
process that culminated in inclusive, sustainable, real-world evaluative plans.
»» Chair: Isaac Castillo, Venture Philanthropy Partners
3:45 to 5:15 pm
Salon A

Discussion + Skill Building
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Design and Research Methods’ Project
Management; and Capacity Building
What You See is Not What You Get: Strategies for Overcoming Bias in
Evaluation
»» Kirsten Pagan, Student Engagement Platform Coordinator, Office of Student Affairs
Assessment, Binghamton University
»» Miriam Bartschi, Assessment Consultant, Office of Student Affairs Assessment,
Binghamton University
The session will begin by defining the problem of bias in assessment. Participants
will explore this issue and identify actionable strategies to mitigate its effects. The
presenters will facilitate dialogue among session attendees, following which the
group will break-out into small teams with the purpose of applying session content
to a plausible example. Through this workshop, session attendees will foster an
awareness of personal biases, identify vulnerability for bias in the assessment
process, discuss strategies to overcome information bias, and apply strategies to a
“real world” example through a small group activity.

Assessment and Improvement of a Data System: Strategies and Lessons
Learned from a Non-profit
»» Elena Pinzon O’Quinn, Learning and Evaluation Director, Latin American Youth
Center
»» Charles (Charlie) Riebeling, Deputy Director of Accountability, Carlos Rosario
International Public Charter School
This session will outline the steps taken by a non-profit organization to assess
a data and evaluation system and decide how the system could be improved.
We will present our lessons learned from going through the process, the steps
we decided to take, and the current status of the project. Session attendees
will gain concrete, transferable strategies for assessing their own data systems,
whether they are an administrator or an end user. We will discuss how to get other
stakeholders (those who do not hold a position in evaluation or data) involved
in the assessment of data systems, which can help with technology buy-in and
organizational evaluation capacity.
»» Chair: Stephanie Saunders, Educational Testing Service
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3:45 to 5:15 pm
Salon B

Concurrent Session
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Design and Research Methods; Education
and Non-profit Evaluation
Using Formative Evaluation to Improve Cultural Responsiveness to
Measure Program Impact
»» Katie Lu Clougherty, Program Data Coordinator, DC SCORES
»» Lorena Palacios, Latino Engagement Coordinator, DC SCORES
This presentation focuses on how an after-school non-profit internally utilizes the
tool of critical reflexivity and formative evaluation to drive further improvement of the
cultural responsiveness of program impact evaluation to improve educational equity.

Using Evidence to Inform and Evaluate Implementation of a District-Wide
Early Literacy Improvement Strategy
»» Kristyn Stewart, Senior Research Associate, The School District of Philadelphia
»» Katie Mosher, Research Specialist, The School District of Philadelphia
This session will focus on the evaluation of the implementation and outcomes of
Early Literacy improvement strategies in The School District of Philadelphia, including
the research behind the strategy; the collection of data across 150 schools; and
the use of data to drive a cycle of continuous improvement and to track progress
towards the goal of 100% of children reading on grade level by third grade.

Crossing Boundaries to Assess Young Children’s Financial Literacy
»» Daniel Light, Research Scientist, Education Development Center
»» Marion Goldstein, Senior Research Associate, Education Development Center
»» Ashley Lewis Presser, Research Scientist, Education Development Center
»» Tiffany Maxon, Research Associate, Education Development Center
»» Elizabeth Pierson, Research Associate, Education Development Center
»» Min-Kyung S. Park, Research Associate, Education Development Center
This presentation will discuss efforts, challenges, and opportunities involved
in developing a culturally and developmentally appropriate financial literacy
assessment for use internationally with young children.
»» Chair: Nick Hart, Evidence-Based Policymaking Initiative
5:25 to 6:25 pm
Hospitality Suite, Room 490

Graduate Student Network Opportunity: Career Talk with the Experts
Are you a new evaluator or at a decision point in your career? Get advice from
seasoned professionals in a relaxed setting. Several members of the EERS Board
of Directors will be available to share their experiences and talk with you informally
about your aspirations and how to chart your course.
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6:45 to 7:45 pm
Oval Room

Student Evaluator Poster Presentations
and Networking Reception
Evaluating the Impact of Short-Term Study Abroad Program on
Intercultural Competence
»» Meng Fan, Doctoral Student in Evaluation, Measurement and Statistics,
University of Delaware

An Evaluation Study on Cross-institutional Undergraduate Research
Internship Experiences
»» Yueyue Fan, Graduate Student, University of Delaware
»» Yolanda Williams-Bey, PhD, Education Program Manager, Delaware Environmental
Institute, University of Delaware
»» Cheryl M. Ackerman, PhD, DENIN, Director of Evaluation, Delaware Environmental
Institute, University of Delaware
»» Jeanette Miller, Associate Director, Delaware Environmental Institute, University of
Delaware

Building the Capacity of New York’s Horticultural Society to Monitor and
Evaluate their Rikers Island Project
»» Timothy Koch, Student, The New School
»» Cullen Barrie, Student, The New School

Accessibility through Diverse Methods: The Ethics and Practice of
University-Community Evaluation
»» Crystal Kyle, Graduate Research Assistant, Virginia Tech

Collective Evaluation: Working together from Afar
»» Brigid Miller, The New School

Equity, Ethics, and Evidence: The Need to Decenter Western Worldviews
Among Evaluators in Indigenous Settings
»» Oladayo Omosa, Doctoral Candidate, Virginia Tech

Decoding the Implicit: Language Style Matching in an Educational
Cybersecurity Program Evaluation
»» Phung K. Pham, MS; Graduate Student, Claremont Graduate University
»» Ryan Cheuk Ming Cheung, MA; Graduate Student, Arizona State University
»» Samuel A. Mehoke, MA; Independent Evaluation Consultant
»» Dingyu Cao, MA; Independent Evaluation Consultant
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Bridging Cultural Divides on Campus with a Weekly International
Coffee Hour
»» Pragya Shrestha, University of Delaware

School-Based Education Practitioners’ Evidence Preferences: A Mixed
Methods Study
»» Kati Tilley, Center for Research Use in Education, University of Delaware

Impact of Monetary Incentives on Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP) Consumers
»» Rui Wang, Ph.D. Student, University of Delaware
9:00 to 11:00 pm
Hospitality Suite, Room 490

Networking in Hospitality Suite
Join Board members for an informal social and networking opportunity.
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7:30 to 8:45 am
Salon C

Breakfast with Plenary Speaker Patrice Fenton
Associate Director of NYC Men Teach
The City University of New York
“We are the Ones We’ve Been Waiting For...”: Research, Equity and
Valuing the Collective
Research is often accepted as incremental in the way it cultivates change. So how
do we use research to interrupt systemic inequity in a manner that is both efficient
and impactful? This talk will illuminate why equity-based research agendas should
take an identity-responsive approach to valuing and serving the collective. The public
educational landscape will be used to illustrate the need to eliminate silos and
highlight the way that cross-disciplinary collectivity in research can help create a
more just society.
»» Introduction: Jennifer Hamilton, Westat

9:00 to 10:30 am
Harding Room

Discussion + Skill Building
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Design and Research Methods;
Project Management; Contracting
Show Me the Money: Using A Systematic Research Approach to Finding
RFPs (US Contracting Opportunities)
»» Matthew Von Hendy, Principal, Green Heron Information Services
This session will provide an overview of a systematic approach to finding the right
Request for Proposal (RFP) opportunities. Topics to be covered include: searching
FedBizOpps for federal evaluation RFPs, using commercial RFP, using commercial
finding services for state and local government RFPs, general search techniques and
tools and techniques to track RFP responses.
»» Chair: Matthew Von Hendy, Green Heron Information Services

9:00 to 10:30 am
Cape May Room

Concurrent Session
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Education, Theory Capacity Building
Preparing Novice Evaluators: a Comparison of Pedagogical Models of
Reflective Practice and Learning
»» David Bell, Associate Professor, Department of International Development,
Clark University
This presentation will problematize the range of teaching-and-learning methods used in
the preparation of novice evaluators, particularly around issues of ethics and equity.

What’s the Problem Represented to Be? Problem Definition Analysis as a
Tool for Evaluative Thinking
»» Thomas Archibald, Assistant Professor, Virginia Tech
The lack of problem problematization in evaluation is problematic; this
presentation puts forward Carol Bacchi’s ‘What’s the Problem Represented to Be?’
approach as a useful tool to focus evaluative thinking on the frequently tacit
step of problem definition.
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(Not) Localizing International Evaluation
»» Mark Johnson, Assistant Professor of Practice, Graduate Program in International
Affairs, The New School
This presentation will discuss how the international donor community “localization of
aid” commitment to funding and capacity building of national and local organizations
has not trickled down to most small organizations, whose M&E continues to be
conducted by external evaluators rather than internally.
»» Chair: Justin Piff, Equal Measure
9:00 to 10:30 am
Eisenhower Room

Concurrent Session
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Design and Research Methods, Non-profit
Evaluation
Black and Latino Males Challenging Archetypal Masculinity in an
Out of School Time Program
»» Mellie Torres, Ph.D, Visiting Assistant Professor, The Graduate Center at the City
University of New York
This presentation highlights a mixed-methods evaluation of an out of school time
program focused on manhood development and violence prevention for Black and
Latino high school males.

Using an Implementation Science Framework to Evaluate a Center of
Excellence for Transgender Healthcare
»» Anne Gadomski, MD, MPH, Bassett Healthcare Network, Research Institute,
Cooperstown, NY
»» Christopher Wolf-Gould, MD, Bassett Healthcare Network, Gender Wellness Center,
Oneonta, NY
»» Carolyn Wolf-Gould, MD, Bassett Healthcare Network, Gender Wellness Center,
Oneonta, NY
»» Justine Woolner-Wise, LMSW, Bassett Healthcare Network, Gender Wellness Center,
Oneonta, NY
»» Patti Noon, LMSW Bassett Healthcare Network, Gender Wellness Center, Oneonta, NY
»» Diane Georgeson, MD, Bassett Healthcare Network, Gender Wellness Center,
Oneonta, NY
This presentation will describe an adaptation of the Consolidated Framework for
Implementation Research to evaluate a Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Clinical
Scholars Program award to develop a transgender center of excellence within a rural
health network.
»» Chair: Kim Glassman, Equal Measure
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9:00 to 10:30 am
Salon A

Skill building
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Design and Research Methods,
Evaluator-Client Relationships, Theory-Based Evaluation
Virtuoso Logic Modeling: Making “Condition Models” Sing and Dance
»» Kirk Knestis, PhD, CEO, Hezel Associates
This skill-building session will share the presenter’s “condition model” logic mapping
approach, designed to knock down barriers inherent in typical modeling strategies
to effectively guide planning and implementation in instances involving multifaceted
interventions; complex mediating/moderating variables; outcomes for multiple,
related stakeholder groups; or multi-site, multi-level implementation models.
Participants will practice translating example programs into condition model
representations using affordable computer software. They will learn how to (a)
clarify understanding of “how the evaluand works,” (b) build consensus among
stakeholders, (c) define research questions or hypotheses to be tested, and (d)
guide instrumentation, data collection, and analysis for the evaluation. This session
will expand on previous EERS skill-builders to share “virtuoso” uses of such models
for proposal development - clarifying a research agenda, situating an intervention
in existing research literature, building a rationale for funding, developing program
theory (e.g., addressing issues of equity), and addressing sustainability by framing
the context around the evaluand.
A laptop computer is strongly recommended for this session. Attendees should
download and install a trial version of the software to be used before the conference
(Inspiration 9, http://www.inspiration.com/Freetrial).
»» Chair: Isaac Castillo,Venture Philanthropy Partners

9:00 to 10:30 am
Salon B

Concurrent Session
Topic & content areas: Evaluator-Client Relationships; Project Management
An Urban Library’s “RedBox:” Engaging the Machine to Make it Part of the
Community
»» Rekha Shukla, Research Associate, Barbara Goldberg & Associates, LLC
This presentation illustrates the case of an urban library, where the project planners’
intentions to provide a valuable resource to a community fell short, and how
evaluation helped community voices reach administrators so that the project would
be more accepted and effective.

Working Smarter Not Harder: Setting Better Targets with Proactive
Evaluation
»» Lauren Rice, Data Quality Coordinator, The Urban Alliance
»» Susan Andrzejewski, Program Evaluation Coordinator, The Urban Alliance
Urban Alliance evaluators share a target setting tool that instigates data driven
decision making among frontline staff to improve programming for youth.
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Redefining Implementation Context
»» Ashley Lewis Presser, Ph.D., Research Scientist, Education Development Center
»» Maggie Scalli, Research Assistant, Middle Grades Career Mentors Project
This presentation will focus on the formative evaluation of an intervention that
seeks to improve middle grade students’ knowledge of, and interest in, pursuing
STEM-related Career and Technical Education; in particular, how the implementation
context changed from use with mentors in out-of-school settings to use by school
counselors in school.
»» Chair: Kelly Feighan, Public Health Management Corporation
10:30 to 10:45

Room Checkout

10:45 am to 12:15 pm
Eisenhower Room

Concurrent Session
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Design and Research Methods;
Capacity Building
When the Evidence is Hiding in Plain Sight: Using Adaptive Evaluation to
Tell the Story of BHS
»» Jill Scheibler, PhD, Senior Research Analyst, Carson Research Consulting, Inc.
»» Sheila Matano, MPH, Senior Research Analyst, Carson Research Consulting, Inc.
During this session, we will discuss our experiences combining traditional and
unconventional evaluation techniques to show the impact and tell the story of a
nonprofit organization tackling maternal health inequities in Baltimore.

Student Award Presentation: Including Underrepresented Stakeholder
Voices in Evaluation: Yes, We Mean ALL of Them!
»» Lisa M. Chauveron, RYTE Institute Doctoral Candidate, Montclair State University
Using both process and mixed methods findings, this presentation will discuss
strategies and benefits of enhancing the role of stakeholders in evaluation designs.
»» Chair: Keith Trahan, University of Pittsburgh
10:45 am to 12:15 pm
Salon A

Concurrent Session
Topic & content areas: Evaluation Design and Research Methods;
Capacity Building; Evaluation Theory
Is Evaluator-focused Meta-evaluation Occurring or Just Theorized?
»» Michael A. Harnar, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Western Michigan University
»» Juna Snow, Innovated Consulting, LLC
»» Tara Lightner, Western Michigan University
»» Jeffrey Hillman, Western Michigan University
This session demystifies the concept of internal meta-evaluation and bring a more
manageable description of practice improvement that provides a useful tool for
practitioners, recognizing the very real possibility that evaluators may be hesitant to
submit themselves to scrutiny, despite its obvious value.
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The Polysemy of Impact at a Research 1 Land Grant University
»» Elli Travis, Economic Development Specialist, Virginia Tech
This presentation will be an exploration of methods, successes, failures and ethics
of evaluating the impact of research and extension efforts on the economy.
»» Chair: Benjamin Cohen, Center for Schools and Communities
10:45 am to 12:15 pm
Salon B

Panel
Topic & content areas: Project Management, Evaluation Capacity Building,
and Evaluation Theory
The Logic Model Repair Shop: Why Most Logic Models are Broken and
How We Can Fix Them
Three smart people talk about logic models. Logic models are broken. We talk
about how to fix them. But the fixes are broken as well. Crazy new idea introduced.
Magic happens. The audience is astonished because their conceptual reality of
logic models is challenged. There are hushed whispers, doubting nods, and joyful
exclamations of ‘YES!’ all at the same time. The speakers take questions and
encourage audience dialogue. Audience members play with toys and manipulatives
to create new versions of logic models. Logic models are reborn!

Traditional Logic Models: Friend or Foe?
»» Elizabeth Grim, Independent Evaluation Consultant
Logic models, whether you love them or loathe them, are an integral part of
evaluation planning. This presentation will discuss the history of logic models,
current approaches to developing logic models, and the challenges of twodimensional logic models.

Sophisticated Logic Models: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
»» Elena Pinzon O’Quinn, Learning and Evaluation Director, Latin American
Youth Center
Sophisticated logic models improve on the traditional logic model by providing more
culturally appropriate and context laden representations but do they continue to
oversimplify interventions and detract from evaluative thinking?

3D Logic Models – The Answer to All of the Questions You Were
Afraid to Ask.
»» Isaac Castillo, Venture Philanthropy Partners
The time has come for us to break out of our two-dimensional representations of
programmatic interventions, and to explore how logic models can be crafted in 3D.
»» Chair: Thomas Archibald, Virginia Tech
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12:30 to 2:00 pm
Salon C

Buffet Luncheon and Round Table Discussion
EERS Board
A panel of EERS Board members will facilitate a round robin discussion about
the conference theme: equity, ethics, and evidence. What did we learn? What
tensions continue to perplex us? Have we found new methods or tools to address
these challenges?
»» Introduction: Cheryl Ackerman, University of Delaware

2:15 to 3:00 pm
Harding Room

Board meeting
(All EERS conference participants are invited)
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EERS Board of Directors

The EERS Board of Directors is responsible for planning and operating the annual EERS Conference to provide
opportunities for evaluators and researchers to present and exchange ideas and insights on evaluation practice
and to network with each other. The members of the EERS Board of Directors represent multiple disciplines and a
mix of organizational and institutional affiliations, primarily in the mid-Atlantic to southern New England region.

Officers
President:
Cheryl M. Ackerman; University of Delaware; Newark, DE
President Elect:
Siobhan Cooney; Cooney Collaborative; Newtown, PA
Secretary:
Kelly Feighan; Public Health Management Corporation;
Philadelphia, PA
Treasurer:
Susan Jenkins; US HHS Administration For Community
Living; Washington, DC
Program Committee Co-Chairs:
Thomas Archibald; Virginia Tech Agricultural, Leadership,
and Community Education; Blacksburg, VA
Rekha Shukla; Barbara Goldberg & Associates;
Pittsburgh, PA
Conference Technology Chair:
Kirk Knestis; Hezel Associates, Syracuse, NY
Social Media And Communications Coordinator:
Isaac Castillo; Venture Philanthropy Partners,
Washington, DC
Conference Site Management Chair:
Brooke Mckie; The Tête Group, LLC; Washington, DC
Student Initiatives Chair:
Keith Trahan; University of Pittsburgh; Pittsburgh, PA
Conference Evaluation Chair:
Justin Piff; Equal Measure; Philadelphia, PA
Aea Liaison:
Jennifer Hamilton; Westat; Oak Park, Il

Other Members:
Benjamin Cohen; Center for Schools and Communities;
Camphill, PA
Kim Glassman; Equal Measure; Philadelphia, PA
Elizabeth Grim; Independent Evaluation Consultant,
Hartford, CT
Nick Hart; Bipartisan Policy Center; Washington, DC
Akisha Jones; University of Delaware School Of
Education
Sheila Matano; Carson Research Consulting;
Baltimore, MD
Stephanie Saunders; Policy Evaluation and Research
Center at Educational Testing Service; Princeton, NJ
Matt Von Hendy; Green Heron Information Services;
Rockville, MD
Emeritus Members:
John Kelley; Villanova University; Haverford, PA
Joy Quill; C. J. Quill And Associates; Annapolis, MD
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Presenter Biographies

Cheryl M. Ackerman is the Director of Evaluation at the
Delaware Environmental Institute at the University of
Delaware. Dr. Ackerman currently leads evaluations for three
NSF funded projects (EPSCoR Track 1 and Track 2, and IUSE).
She has over 20 years of experience planning and implementing large scale evaluations in science and education, and
using quantitative and qualitative methods. Dr. Ackerman is
passionate about evaluation capacity building and is the current EERS President.

Miriam Bartschi has been involved in the evaluation field for
over twenty years. Trained as a continuous improvement facilitator, Ms. Bartschi has a strong background in focus groups,
observational analysis, and content analysis. Previous presentations have included local and regional, as well as NASPA
(Student Affairs Administrators in Higher Education) and NCCI
(Network for Change and Continuous Innovation) at the national
level. Ms. Bartschi is currently a consultant in the Office of
Student Affairs Assessment at Binghamton University.

Marje Aksli is an independent evaluation consultant based
in Washington, DC, focusing on international development
and security programming. She has over 15 years of experience in international relations and programming in Canada
and overseas. Her approach to programming is influenced by
her training in Project Management (Algonquin College), and
MA studies in Globalization and International Development
(University of Ottawa). Her research interests include foreign
aid effectiveness and the impact of global governance on
local policy-making. She has formerly edited The Rising Africa
magazine by the Canadian Council on Africa.

David Bell is an Associate Professor in the Department of
International Development, Community and Environment
Department at Clark University. He is program coordinator
of the IDSC MA degree and the professional certificate in
Monitoring and Evaluation. He has over 30 years of experience working in formal, non-formal and adult education. His
current work focuses on the methodologies and pedagogies
of preparing scholar-practitioners to engage in the fields of
education and development, and program evaluation.

Susan Andrzejewski serves at the Program Evaluation
Coordinator at The Urban Alliance and provides internal
evaluation support for a variety of programs. Before working at Urban Alliance, Susan worked at the United Food and
Commercial Workers Union and the Institute for Women’s
Policy Research. Susan has a Master of Science in Public
Policy and Management from Carnegie Mellon University and
a Bachelor of Science in Math and Economics from University
of Pittsburgh.
Thomas Archibald is an Assistant Professor and Extension
Specialist in the Department of Agricultural, Leadership, and
Community Education at Virginia Tech, and Chief of Party of
the Feed the Future Senegal Youth in Agriculture project. He
is a winner of the 2017 AEA Marcia Guttentag Promising New
Evaluator Award. His research and practice focus primarily on
evaluation capacity building and evaluative thinking.
Duane Barksdale is a Research Assistant with PHMC’s
Research and Evaluation Group. He supports smokefree multiunit housing policy evaluation. Duane earned
his Bachelor’s in Health and Human Biology and Africana
Studies from Brown University.
Cullen Barrie is a student in the graduate program of international affairs at the New School in New York. His first
exposure to monitoring and evaluation (M&E) was through
taking classes which stressed the need for real-life practical
skills and required the students to work with a client on M&E.
Cullen chose to partake in the Greenhouse project with the
Horticultural Society of New York.

Chelsee Bower is the Quality Assurance Specialist at
JusticeWorks Youth Care in Williamsport, PA. As a result of
participating in PACE, JusticeWorks expects to have enhanced
evaluation capacity; a well-developed theory of change; a
Program and Evaluation Profile to communicate about the
program and its evaluation with stakeholders; an Evaluative
Thinking site plan, designed to incrementally improve the
organizational culture and communication around evaluation;
an established relationship with an independent evaluation
professional.
Ishwar Bridgelal is a Research Associate at the Center of
Advanced Study in Education (CASE) at the CUNY Graduate
Center in New York, NY. At CASE, he has supported evaluations of initiatives geared toward college readiness, family
engagement, and STEM attitudes. Keenly interested in the
psychological, social, and environmental levers of academic
and professional success, and in students’ inner lives in
general, he intends to pursue doctoral training in educational
psychology in Fall 2018.
Jennifer Brown Urban is Professor of Family Science and
Human Development and co-directs the Research on Youth
Thriving and Evaluation Institute at Montclair State University.
Dr. Urban is trained as a developmental scientist with expertise in program evaluation. She is PI on projects aiming to:
1) build capacity for evaluation of character development
programs (CDPs), (2) determine features of CDPs that promote positive development; and (3) advance applications of
character science to enhance human flourishing.
Jane Buckley is an evaluation capacity consultant who specializes in Evaluative Thinking and program and evaluation
planning. Her M.Ed. from Bank Street College of Education
led to work as a classroom teacher, until she discovered
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evaluation as a Facilitator of Evaluation Partnerships at the
Cornell Office for Research on Evaluation. Now, Jane works as
an independent consultant (evaluativethinkingcapacity.com)
to provide advice and training around Evaluative Thinking and
establishing organizational cultures of learning.
Isaac D. Castillo is the Director of Outcomes, Assessment,
and Learning at Venture Philanthropy Partners. He has over
20 years of performance management, outcome measurement, and evaluation experience. His work has centered on
helping nonprofit organizations measure the effectiveness of
their interventions and in building the evaluation capacity of
direct service and grant making organizations. Isaac is on the
Board of Directors of the Eastern Evaluation Research Society.
Lisa Chauveron is a researcher and program evaluator. She
has experience working with urban community-based organizations for more than 16 years. She serves as Lead Evaluator
at an evaluation consulting group, Impact Development &
Assessment, and is interested in evaluation and program
planning, evidence-based interventions, positive youth
development, violence prevention, and LGBTQ and marginalized youth. Lisa is a Family Science & Human Development
doctoral candidate at Montclair State University and works on
the PACE project.
Katie Lu Clougherty is the Program Data Coordinator at DC
SCORES where she oversees monitoring and evaluation.
She works on day to day functions of after school programming through maintaining data dashboards and also analyzes
program data to drive process improvement. Previously, Katie
Lu worked on projects with similar nonprofits focusing on
impact evaluations. She holds a BA from American University
in Public Health and Sociology.
Lolyann Connor is the Manager of Organizational Quality and
Evaluation at Lutheran Social Service. She believes that there
is always room for improvement! Lolyann wants to continually
improve her organization’s services so that the people of MN
can depend on a group that empowers them and is innovative
and trustworthy. She enjoys building evaluation skills in order
to benefit programming and the people we serve.
Sandy Davis is a senior advisor with BPC’s Economic Policy
Project. His principal focus is federal budget process and
policy, with an emphasis on “evidence-based budgeting” as a
means to more effectively target public funds and the budget
decision-making process. Davis joined BPC after over three
decades of experience working for Congress on federal budget
issues. He served as the associate director for legislative
affairs at the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) from 2003
until 2015 when he retired from the federal government.
Tina DeMarco contributes her experience conducting research
examining group relations. She has expertise in experimental
designs and analysis. She is currently completing her doctorate in Social Psychology at the University at Albany and has
a bachelor’s in Psychology from the University of Rochester.
Through her Master’s program in Marriage and Family Therapy,

Ms. DeMarco worked as a therapist with low-income families,
diagnosing and treating mental health and environment.
Rachael Doubledee is a Doctoral Candidate in the
Department of Family Science and Human Development at
Montclair State University. She is a Doctoral Fellow with the
Institute for Research on Youth Thriving and Evaluation (RYTE).
Her research uses a process-relational worldview to identify
and enhance processes that contribute to positive developmental trajectories. Her current research explores social
belonging, positive peer contagion, and the role of cognitive
complexity in perspective taking and empathy in adolescents.
Nadine G. Ekstrom is a doctoral student at UMass Lowell
studying Research Methods and Program Evaluation. Ms.
Ekstrom is currently the Senior Director of Teaching and
Learning for Brookline Public Schools. Before taking this
position, she was the Superintendent of Schools for BerlinBoylston Public School System from 2012-2017. Previously,
Ms. Ekstrom was the Director of Special Education and
Student Services for Quabbin Regional School District and
Gill-Montague Regional School District.
Alexandra Ernst serves as a Project Manager on multiple
tobacco and policy-related evaluations with PHMC’s Research
and Evaluation Group, including the Pennsylvania Tobacco
Prevention & Control Program (PATPC) statewide evaluation.
Alexandra has expertise in geospatial analysis and data visualization techniques to inform program planning. She has a
Master’s in Public Health from Drexel University (expected May
2018) and a Bachelor’s in Environmental Engineering from
Rice University.
Meng Fan is a doctoral student in the program of Evaluation,
Measurement and Statistics at the University of Delaware. His
areas of interest includes causal inference, multi-level modeling, longitudinal data analysis and program evaluation.
Yueyue Fan is a doctoral candidate studying learning sciences
at the University of Delaware. She has experience working as
a research assistant doing internal evaluation on Delaware
INBRE and EPSCoR grants, as well as external evaluations for
various education programs.
Patrice Fenton, Ph.D., has been an educator in NYC for over
thirteen years. As a proponent of equity-based policies and
practices that improve the quality of education for black and
brown youth, she serves as Associate Director of NYC Men
Teach at the City University of New York. Additionally, Dr.
Fenton is an adjunct assistant professor at Hunter College
where she works to prepare the next generation of NYC educators. With a firm belief that context matters, her focus is on
shifting the paradigm of teacher education to support cultural
and identity responsive approaches toward preparing educators for the classroom.
Ryan Fink is a Research Specialist at the Consortium for
Policy Research in Education (CPRE) at the Graduate School
of Education, University of Pennsylvania. His current research
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focuses on early childhood literacy, kindergarten transition,
and efforts to improve school climate in K-12 urban schools.
He earned his Ed.D. in Education Policy from The George
Washington University and also holds a Masters in Elementary
Education from the University of Colorado.
Danielle Ford, Ph.D., serves as an associate professor in
the School of Education at the University of Delaware. Her
research interests focus on elementary science learning and
teacher preparation, particularly in the earth sciences. In addition, she researches the design and use of children’s books in
science learning contexts in and out of school.
Lisa Frantzen has been interested in finding ways to ensure
that ongoing programs truly contribute to the changes they seek
to make since her time as a program manager working at international NGOs. Now, as a Senior Evaluation Consultant at TCC
Group, Lisa works with foundations, nonprofits, and companies
to integrate evaluation practices and create a culture of learning. Rapid cycle learning is one such way that Lisa has worked
with organizations to systematize data collection and to use the
findings to understand what programmatic changes need to be
made along the path to achieving outcomes.
Anne Gadomski directs the Bassett Research Institute as well
as the Bassett Evaluation Studies Team and the Evaluation
core for the NIOSH funded Northeast Center for Agricultural
and Occupational Health. As a program evaluator and health
services researcher, she has accumulated many years of
experience evaluating the efficacy and effectiveness of several
clinical and community interventions relevant to primary care,
child emotional and behavioral health, agricultural injury prevention and public health. She is a member of the American
Evaluation Association.
Jennifer Gallo-Fox, Ph.D., is an assistant professor in the
department of Human Development and Family Sciences at
the University of Delaware. Her research focuses on teacher
learning, early childhood science teacher education and early
childhood science curriculum.
Kim Glassman is Director at Equal Measure, bringing an interdisciplinary approach through her work with nonprofits, philanthropy, and government from a range of disciplines including
health, education, culture, and humanities. She has more than
20 years of background in evaluation, research, organizational
development, and learning. At Equal Measure, Kim contributes
her research and evaluation expertise to projects such as
Lumina Foundation’s Talent Hubs, the Food Trust’s Get HYPE
Philly! initiative, and the HealthSpark Foundation’s nonprofit
resiliency strategy.
Sarah Glazier contributes experience with project management, quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis,
instrument validation, and reporting as a Research Analyst
with Hezel Associates. She currently manages program evaluations of a U.S. Department of Labor-funded Trade Adjustment
Assistance Community College and Career Training grant,
a U.S. Department of Education-funded Math and Science
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Partnership grant, and a National Science Foundation-funded
Robert Noyce grant. Ms. Glazier received her bachelor’s in psychology from Ithaca College.
Sherry Glied is Dean of New York University’s Robert F.
Wagner Graduate School of Public Service. She held previous appointments as Professor and Chair of Health Policy
and Management at Columbia University’s Mailman School of
Public Health, Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation
at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and
Senior Economist for health care and labor market policy on
the President’s Council of Economic Advisers under Presidents
Bush and Clinton. Dr. Glied recently served as a member of the
Commission on Evidence-based Policymaking, which issued
its final report, The Promise of Evidence-based Policymaking, to
Congress and President Trump in September 2017.
Marion Goldstein, leads research and design (R&D) and evaluations that advance knowledge of strategies to strengthen
STEM education for all students. She brings an extensive
knowledge of developmental psychology, program evaluation,
quantitative and qualitative research methodologies, and
instructional design. Dr. Goldstein has co-authored numerous articles based on her research, including “Designing
for Diversity: How Educators Can Incorporate Cultural
Competence in Programs for Urban Youth” (New Directions for
Youth Development).
Leslie Goodyear has been designing, conducting and supervising evaluations for over 20 years. Her work has focused
on qualitative and mixed method evaluations of informal and
out-of-school educational programs across multiple content
areas (HIV prevention, youth development, civic engagement, STEM education, and programs aimed at increasing
equity and inclusion in STEM) and on creative approaches to
presenting evaluation findings. In addition to doing evaluation, while a program officer at NSF she funded evaluations
and helped build evaluation capacity within the foundation
and with grantees. Leslie has a strong interest in evaluation
ethics and has served on AEA committees and published
about evaluation ethics. As the president of AEA, she chose
“Speaking Truth to Power” as the theme for the 2018 conference. And by the way, that conference is in the great city of
Cleveland; she hopes to see you there!
Elizabeth Grim is an evaluation consultant who uses data,
design, and evaluation to advance social justice and create
more effective programs and policies. With a background in
social work and public health, Elizabeth brings an interdisciplinary approach to her work with non-profits, coalitions, state
agencies, and policymakers. Much of Elizabeth’s career has
focused on the areas of housing and homelessness, child
welfare, social services, and evaluation capacity building. She
also serves on the EERS board.
Megan G. Groner is a research assistant at the RYTE
Institute. She graduated from Montclair State University in
three years with a BA in Psychology and Philosophy and a
minor in Leadership Development through Civic Engagement
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with the Class of 2017. Megan is taking time away from
school to gain experience in the field and explore her interests
in Clinical Psychology and issues revolving around the Model
Minority Myth as experienced by Asian-Americans.
Monica Hargraves is Associate Director for Evaluation
Partnerships in the Cornell Office for Research on Evaluation.
After earning a PhD in economics from the University of
Rochester she served as faculty at Brown University and in the
Research Department of the International Monetary Fund. A
growing interest in community-based work precipitated a significant career shift. She is actively engaged in research on the
Systems Evaluation Protocol, the Netway, evolutionary evaluation and evaluation capacity-building through partnerships.
Michael Harnar, Ph.D., is an assistant professor in the
Interdisciplinary Ph.D. in Evaluation program at Western
Michigan University. He is an award-winning evaluator with
more than 13 years in the evaluation discipline. He earned his
doctorate in Psychology with an emphasis in Evaluation and
Applied Research Methods at Claremont Graduate University
and has worked on evaluation projects as diverse as educational programs for underserved minorities, railroad safety
programs, and youth participatory evaluations.
Nick Hart is the Director of the Evidence-Based Policymaking
Initiative at the Bipartisan Policy Center. He chairs the
Evaluation Policy Task Force for the American Evaluation
Association, is a past president of Washington Evaluators,
and serves on the board of the Eastern Evaluation Research
Society. He holds a PhD from George Washington University.
Claire Hebbard is the office manager at the Cornell Office
for Research on Evaluation. She has an MA in Marriage and
Family Therapy from Syracuse University, and worked for 12
years as a consultant on family issues about farm businesses
and facilitating educational outreach. In her current work, she
works on office management and research on systems evaluation, including the Systems Evaluation Protocol, evaluation
capacity building, team science, research-practice integration,
and evaluation of military family programs.
Deborah Hecht, Ph.D. is the Interim Director and Senior
Research Scientist at the Center for Advanced Study in
Education at the CUNY Graduate Center. She is particularly
interested in evaluation and development of educational and
social innovations. Dr. Hecht has worked with a wide range of
K-16 schools and community organizations in areas ranging from community-building to STEM education to social
and emotional learning. She has been locally and nationally
involved in the development and study of character education
in schools and of service learning pedagogy. In 1994 she was
a co-founder of one of the first charter schools in New Jersey
and has remained involved in the school since that time.
Jeffrey Hillman, when he is not busy with his wife, six kids,
and one grandson, is a full-time doctoral student at Western
Michigan University in the Interdisciplinary Ph.D. in Evaluation
Program, works as a Doctoral Research Associate, and

coordinates the Eval Café offered by the Evaluation Center
at WMU. His interest areas of study are evaluation in public
policy and administration, evaluation capacity building,
nonprofit evaluation, and evaluation in the UN sustainable
development goals.
Ouen Hunter, has educational backgrounds in Biostatistics and
Social Work. She is currently pursuing an Interdisciplinary Ph.D.
in Program Evaluation at Western Michigan University. Her interest areas of study include evaluations using mixed-methods,
evaluation in the United Nations’ Sustainable Developmental
Goals (SDGs), and cultural plurality in evaluation. During her
spare time, she enjoys snorkeling at different beaches.
Mark Johnson is Assistant Professor of Practice at The New
School’s Graduate Program in International Affairs where
he teaches Project Design, M&E, M&E II: Client Work, Worst
Practices in International Development, and the Ethiopia Field
Program. He serves as M&E advisor for two Ethiopian NGOs,
and runs capacity-building workshops there. Johnson previously worked for International Rescue Committee and the
UN, in Pakistan, Sudan, Ethiopia, Cote d’Ivoire, Sierra Leone,
Liberia, Bosnia, Nicaragua, Guatemala and El Salvador.
Heather Kamia is the Program Director, Metro Youth and
Family Services at Lutheran Social Service of MN. Her team
works with families in urban Twin Cities areas to provide
out-of-school-time opportunities, adolescent sexual health
programming and individualized case management services
to youth experiencing profound academic and social barriers.
She is interested in developing evaluative models that capture
the accomplishments of survival-based youth within the urban,
resource-scarce and highly mobile contexts they navigate.
Jennifer Dickson Keith, MPH, CPH is the Director of
Evaluation and Operations of PHMC’s Research and
Evaluation Group. She has served on the PADOH Tobacco
Prevention and Control Evaluation project for over ten years
and has extensive experience in the tobacco prevention and
control field. Jen earned a B.A. in Sociology at the College of
New Jersey (formerly Trenton State) and an M.P.H. from the
University of Michigan.
Miriah Russo Kelly, Ph.D. is an Assistant Extension Educator
– Evaluation Specialist with the UConn Extension in the
College of Agriculture, Health, and Natural Resources. She is
a mixed methods researcher and an expert in communication
and collaboration. She works on the evaluation components of
numerous projects throughout the Extension network. Miriah
holds a M.S. in Organizational Communication from Central
Connecticut State University and a Ph.D. in Environmental
Science from Oregon State University.
Seth Klukoff has a background in strategic communications
and public affairs, policy advocacy, social marketing, and
writing. He has worked extensively with organizations in the
nonprofit arena, from foundations and think tanks to advocacy
groups and large research organizations. At Equal Measure,
Seth leads all aspects of the organization’s communications.
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His responsibilities include spearheading campaigns, managing publications, overseeing the website, and maintaining
traditional and social media presences.
Kirk Knestis serves as CEO for Hezel Associates (Syracuse,
NY), leading the firm’s strategic direction, business development, and research engagements. His professional interests
include education and workforce development programs
and policy, particularly professional learning and the role of
technology in teaching. He has almost 15 years of experience
managing evaluations, and a broad background as an entrepreneur, classroom teacher, and university administrator. Dr.
Knestis received his doctorate from the University of Virginia.
Timothy Koch is a student in the graduate program of
international affairs at the New School in New York. His first
exposure to monitoring and evaluation (M&E) was through
taking classes which stressed the need for real-life practical
skills and required the students to work with a client on M&E.
Timothy chose to partake in the Greenhouse project with the
Horticultural Society of New York.
Crystal Kyle is representing AgrAbility Virginia as a thirdyear Graduate Research Assistant and program evaluator.
As a 10-year disabled combat veteran it is critical for her to
prepare, construct and execute program evaluations while
also justifying, negotiating or settling controversial civil rights
issues, address policy and advocating for social mobility.
Methods learned in her graduate evaluation and community
development courses including logic model and partnership
building techniques, were vital to evaluation success.
Dr. Ashley Lewis Presser, Ph.D., is a Research Scientist at the
Education Development Center. Her work focuses primarily on
research and evaluation of STEM educational interventions.
Dr. Lewis Presser is currently the research director of Middle
Grades Career Mentors project, an NSF-funded project to design
and evaluate the initial promise of an intervention that seek to
change transform young people’s perceptions and awareness of
career and technical education (CTE) career paths.
Sarah Lewis has a Master of Business Administration with a
specialization in global leadership. She has worked in research
for the World Health Organization Collaborating Center in
Pharmaceutical Policy on projects in Ghana and China, as well
as Ibis Reproductive Health, and the Vermont Department of
Corrections Restorative Justice. Sarah is currently the Program
Coordinator at Maine Access Immigrant Network (MAIN) in
Portland, Maine and manages the HER Initiative.
Daniel Light, Ph.D., works with technology integration projects throughout the United States, working on projects
including the evaluation of youth development and school-towork programs and the design of technology-related needs
assessment instruments. Dr. Light’s international experience
includes research on technology projects in Latin America
for a World Bank policy paper and the evaluation of a collaborative project between Latin American and North American
public school teachers.
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Tara Lightner has a B.A. in Supply Chain, M.A. in Evaluation,
Measurement, and Research, and is a student in the
Interdisciplinary Ph.D. in Evaluation program at WMU. She has
4 years of evaluation experience in non-profits and 15 years
of analytical experience including Business GIS Analyst, Data
Coordinator, Logistics Analyst, Receiving Analyst, and Quality
Assurance Analyst. Her research interests include organizational technology and learning, change leadership, and evaluation capacity building.
Miriam R. Linver is Professor of Family Science & Human
Development and co-directs the Research on Youth Thriving
and Evaluation Institute at Montclair State University. Dr.
Linver is currently involved with several program evaluation
projects, including Inspiring Purpose, a program designed to
enhance character development in Scottish Youth, and the
Partnerships for Advancing Character Program Evaluation
(PACE) Project, building evaluation capacity for evaluators and
program staff in youth character development programs.
Jill Hendrickson Lohmeier, Ph.D. is an Associate Professor
in the College of Education and the Director of the Center for
Program Evaluation at the University of Massachusetts Lowell.
She is a part of the Research Methods and Evaluation in
Education faculty. Her research interests lie in learning theory
and in educational evaluation methodology. She has worked
on numerous federally and state funded projects, both as a
researcher and as an evaluator.
Michael Long is a Principal at ICF, where he leads evaluation
projects on a number of topics, including K-12 education and
financial literacy. Mr. Long has experience designing and managing large, complex, multi-site evaluations, as well as custom
designed, small-scale projects. He has a Master’s in Education
Degree from Harvard University and a Masters of Business
Administration from the University of Maryland. Before joining
ICF, Mr. Long was a middle school science teacher.
Lorien E. MacAuley, Ph.D., works at Virginia Tech with Virginia
Cooperative Extension and stakeholders to conduct qualitative, quantitative, and mixed evaluation efforts for agricultural
and nutrition-related programming. Before entering academia,
she worked for nine years in governmental, nongovernmental,
and outdoor education organizations, on projects of community gardening and farmers market promotion. Her areas
of research interest are on-farm apprenticeships, beginning
farmer preparation, community viability initiatives, social justice, and equity issues within the food system.
Andrew MacDonald is a Senior Associate at ICF. His interests
include K-12 education, financial literacy, national service,
international development, and more. Past clients include the
US Department of Education, The Corporation for National and
Community Service, and the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau. He has a Master’s Degree in Public Policy from
American University, and has previously worked as a grants
manager, program analyst, and researcher in the public and
private sectors.
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Marc Maddy is the Director of Effectiveness and Outcome
Measures at Service Access & Management, Inc., a large
nonprofit organization providing case management and supports coordination to individuals residing in Pennsylvania and
New Jersey. Marc, a licensed social worker, began his career
in human services over 13 years ago, and has held numerous
positions for various public and private youth and family-serving
organizations. Marc is a current doctoral student at Indiana
University of Pennsylvania where he is working on his dissertation to complete a Ph.D. in Administration and Leadership.
Sheila Matano is a Senior Research Analyst at Carson
Research Consulting (CRC) and has over a decade of research
experience. She specializes in working in complex evaluation
environments, and has worked with several nonprofit organizations and foundations nationwide to help them improve their
program activities and outcomes. Sheila also serves on the
boards of the nonprofit Susanna Wesley House, Baltimore
Area Evaluators (BAE), and The Eastern Evaluation Research
Society (EERS).
Tiffany Maxon has experience as a video producer, videographer, and editor on many different types of projects, ranging
from research and communications videos for the University
of Chicago, to a feature film called But Not for Me, to various
projects for the American Museum of Natural History, New
York University, and NPR.
Laura McCann serves as a Project Manager on several evaluation projects with PHMC’s Research and Evaluation Group,
including the Pennsylvania Tobacco Prevention & Control
Program (PATPC) statewide evaluation. She has experience in
using geospatial software programs to present data to public
health stakeholders. She received her M.S.Ed in Counseling
from the University of Pennsylvania and a B.S. in Sociology
from Saint Joseph’s University. Laura has worked in the
research and evaluation field for ten years.

Sue has experience in international health program evaluation
and program implementation for behavior change. Sue has an
MPH from Emory University.
Stacey Merola, Ph.D., President and Principal Scientist at
Merola Research LLC, is an award-winning evaluator with more
than 20 years of social science research experience and
over 14 years of experience in program evaluation, as both a
manager and an analyst. A respected research methodologist,
Dr. Merola designed and implemented rigorous evaluations for
Discovery Education, Pearson Education, and the Y in Central
Maryland.
Brigid Miller is a graduate student at The New School working
towards her Master’s in International Affairs. There she is a
founding member and treasurer of the school’s Monitoring and
Evaluation Collaborative Association. She received a professional certificate in program design, partnering, management,
and innovation for development from Middlebury Institute of
International Studies at Monterey.
Michelle Mitchell is the founder and Executive Director
of Partnerships For Health. A trained clinical psychologist,
Michelle’s career in public health began while working in
rural HIV/AIDS clinical trial settings in South Africa. She
has worked as an independent public health consultant
taking lead positions in various evaluation projects in Maine.
Michelle is a qualitative researcher with expertise in developmental evaluation, community-based participatory research,
and the use of innovative approaches such as Photovoice.
Mark Modugno is a Public Health Program Administrator with
the Pennsylvania Department of Health and oversees the community-based section of the Pennsylvania Tobacco Prevention
& Control Program. He received his M.A in Community
Psychology and Social Change from Penn State and his B.A. in
English from Shippensburg University.

Teresa McCoy, Ph.D., is the Assistant Director of Evaluation
& Assessment for University of Maryland Extension. She
maintains a long-term commitment to higher education outreach and Extension. She earned her B.A. and MPA (Master’s
in Public Administration) from Virginia Tech. Her Doctorate in
Public Administration is from the University of Baltimore. In
addition, she earned a graduate certificate in adult education
from Johns Hopkins University.

Michelle Molina is an Evaluation Associate at Keene Insights
in Los Angeles, CA. Over the years, she has worked on NSF
projects and has helped programs and organizations use data
to make improvements and understand the extent to which
they are achieving their goals. Currently, she is helping evaluate how communities funded by Kaiser in Southern California
are working to increase the healthy eating and active living
habits of their residents.

Susan McGeary, Ph.D., is an Associate Professor in the
Department of Geological Sciences at the University of
Delaware. Her research interests focus on the use of geophysical techniques to study environmental problems and
problems of Quaternary stratigraphy, as well as, the use of
deep seismic reflection profiling to study the structure of continental crust and mantle.

Patricia Moore Shaffer, Ph.D., leads the Shaffer Evaluation
Group. She served as the Evaluation Manager for NASA’s
Office of Education and Vice President for the Educational
Policy Institute. She has led educational program evaluations ranging from federal evaluation studies to smaller-scale
research and evaluation studies for state educational agencies and school districts. Dr. Shaffer specializes in the evaluation of educator professional development and district-based
reform initiatives in literacy and STEM.

Sue McLain is a Public Health Program Administrator with the
Pennsylvania Department of Health and works with tobaccofree initiatives, including Young Lungs at Play. She is the
media and statewide evaluation project officer for the PATPC.
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Katie Mosher is a Research Specialist at the School District
of Philadelphia, where she evaluates early literacy policies
and programming. Her work focuses on quality pre-k, literacy
coaching, and early literacy interventions. She has a master’s
degree in Education Leadership and Policy from Teachers
College, Columbia University.
Michelle Munsey has a master’s degree in International
Development with concentrations in Program Management
and Evaluation from the University of Denver. Her previous
experience was focused on quantitative data analysis and
developing data collection tools. Since joining Partnerships
For Health in Augusta, Maine in 2016, Michelle has participated in a number of evaluation projects that have helped
her to gain content expertise in Social Network Analysis,
performance measures monitoring and tracking systems, and
community-based evaluation methods.
Kim L. Niewolny, Ph.D., is an Associate Professor in
Agricultural, Leadership, and Community Education at Virginia
Tech. Her scholarship centers on power and equity in community education and development praxis, with a specific focus
on social justice and food systems. Her work is grounded
in asset-based community development; critical pedagogy,
action research; and narrative inquiry. Current funded initiatives emphasize the political praxis of community food work,
Appalachian community food security, new farmer sustainability, and farmworker care/dignity.
Apollo M. Nkwake is Associate Research Professor of
International Affairs at The George Washington University’s
Institute for Disaster and Fragility Resilience. He is a designated Credentialed Evaluator, and a winner of the 2017 AEA
Marcia Guttentag Promising New Evaluator Award. He is the
author of: Credibility, Validity, and Assumptions in Program
Evaluation Methodology (2015, Springer), and Working with
Assumptions in International Development Program Evaluation
(2013, Springer).
Oladayo Omosa, a Doctoral Candidate at Virginia Tech in
the Department of Agricultural, Leadership, and Community
Education at Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia. As part of
his dissertation work, he is currently exploring the role and
the potential role of Culturally Responsive Evaluation (CRE)
through the lens of post-colonial indigenous theory in the
international context. Further, in the last three years, he has
been involved in project evaluations, most especially, a federally funded study: Antibiotics resistant Bacteria from farm to
Fork: Exploring how antibiotics used in Cattle may influence
microbiota of vegetables. He was the 2016, EERS conference
notable poster presentation awardee.
Kirsten Pagan has over nine years of higher education
assessment experience and has served more than three of
those years in her current role as Binghamton’s “B-Engaged”
(i.e., student engagement) Platform Coordinator. Kirsten has
worked in functional areas ranging from Institutional Research
to Information Technology and brings this campus-wide perspective to her present work in Student Affairs Assessment.
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Lorena Palacios is the Latino Engagement Fellow at DC
SCORES. She focuses on communication and development
strategies and serves as the Latino community liaison. By
providing culturally and linguistically appropriate services,
she supports the organization’s year-round programming by
working with coaches and staff. Lorena holds a Bachelor’s
degree in Journalism and Media Studies and Spanish from
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas and a Master’s degree in
Sports Industry Management from Georgetown University.
Min-Kyung S. Park, Ph.D., currently serves as the methodologist for several research and evaluation initiatives examining
early learning programs. She also evaluated two projects
funded by U.S. Department of Labor’s Trade Adjustment
Assistance Community College and Career Training (TAACCCT)
grant program that focused on developing a sector-based
workforce development program.
Phung Pham is a PhD student of evaluation and applied
research at Claremont Graduate University and data analyst
for the Emergency Department at Children’s Hospital Los
Angeles. Areas of professional interest include program
evaluation, emergency medicine, disaster management, and
cybersecurity. This presentation is based on an educational
cybersecurity program evaluation led by Phung Pham; evaluation team members included Ryan Cheung, Samuel Mehoke,
Dingyu Cao, Jay Kim, and Sheng-Ling Chang.
Elizabeth Pierson’s research and evaluation work has two
unique foci highlighting her diverse training and experiences:
(1) informal science learning and (2) educational technology and international development. She also has extensive
experience with project management, instrument design, and
program evaluation, which she has implemented on numerous
projects both domestically and abroad.
Elena Pinzon O’Quinn is a Learning and Evaluation Director at
the Latin American Youth Center. She is responsible for evaluation and data management for youth development programs.
Before joining LAYC, Elena worked in public health research
and implemented community health programs. She is committed to using evaluation to determine strategies that work
for addressing the needs of opportunity youth. Elena holds a
Master of Public Health from the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill.
Renata de Almeida Ramos, M.S.Ed. serves as an evaluator
for CEAC. She is pursuing her Ph.D. in Social and Comparative
Analysis in Education at the University of Pittsburgh. She holds
a M.S.Ed. in Program Evaluation from Duquesne University and
a B.S. in Pedagogy from the Pontifícia Universidade Católica
de São Paulo. Her research interests are teacher’s autonomy,
social and public policy, and education change.
Lauren Rice is the Data Quality Coordinator at The Urban
Alliance. As an internal evaluator, she is responsible for performance measurement, data management and liaising with
external evaluators for The Urban Alliance’s second RCT. Prior
to joining Urban Alliance, Lauren worked in various non-profit
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and government organizations including Reach Out and Read,
Denver Rescue Mission and the Colorado Governor’s Office.
Lauren has a Master’s degree in Public Administration from
George Washington University.
Charles (Charlie) Riebeling is a the Deputy Director of
Accountability at the Carlos Rosario Intermediate Public
Charter School. Charlie is responsible for evaluation and data
management for youth development programs. They joined
LAYC after five years as a Data and Systems Manager at an
adult public charter school. Charlie is passionate about working with non-profits so their stories can be told. He is pursuing a Master’s in Management Information Systems at the
University of Maryland University College.
Robert Roach’s background is in survey research, data
analysis, and program evaluation. He has research and
evaluation experience in a number of areas, including early
childhood education, community health, and capacity building. Prior to joining Equal Measure, Robert interned at Abt
SRBI, Urban Institute’s Center on Nonprofits and Philanthropy,
and several large nonprofit organizations, including United
Way of Greater Philadelphia and Southern New Jersey, Public
Health Management Corporation, Consumer Reports, and the
Smithsonian Institution.
Stephanie Maietta Romero, Ed.D., has ten years’ experience
as a researcher and evaluator. She received her doctorate
in Education Leadership and her M.A. in Linguistics from the
University of Pittsburgh. She holds a B.A. in Spanish and
Anthropology from Arizona State University. Stephanie has
over twenty years of experience in teaching all levels: from
elementary, middle, and high schools to college. Stephanie’s
interests include bringing mindfulness-based social and emotional learning to educational and social institutions.
Satabdi Samtani is a Post-Doctoral Fellow for the PACE Project
at Montclair State University. She completed her doctorate
in Human Development and Family Studies from Texas Tech
University. Her research interests are in family health and wellbeing, mixed methodological techniques, innovative research
designs, and developing simple but effective evaluation tools;
she has experience in program evaluation and secondary data
analysis. She aims to evaluate health programs including
issues in developing countries like India.
Maggie Scalli is a research assistant for the Middle Grades
Career Mentors project, an NSF-funded project to design and
evaluate the initial promise of an intervention that includes
innovative digital tools that seek to transform young people’s
perceptions of career and technical education (CTE) and cultivate young people’s self-efficacy and awareness that these
career paths are possible for them.
Jill Scheibler is a Senior Research Analyst at Carson
Research Consulting (CRC). Jill specializes in qualitative
research design and analysis and has worked with nonprofit
programs and city agencies to conduct evaluations. To date,
her academic and applied research work has covered a wide

range of disciplines and topics, but has focused on health
disparities, women’s and immigrant communities, youth development, community well-being, developmental disabilities, and
social impacts of arts programming. Jill also is the Program
Director for Make Studio, a small arts nonprofit. Jill serves
on the boards of the Baltimore Area Evaluators (BAE) and the
Maryland Art Therapy Association (MATA).
Katelyn Sedelmyer is an Associate at ICF. Her interests
include K-12 education, national service, English Language
Learners, early education, and more. Past clients include the
US Department of State, the Corporation for National and
Community Service, and the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau. She has a Master in Public Administration degree
from American University, and has previously worked as an
English as a second language instructor, program analyst, and
researcher in the public sector.
Timothy Sughrue is a Master’s Candidate in the Studley
Graduate Program of International Affairs at The New School.
He has worked at the United Nations Global Compact as part
of the Women’s Empowerment Principles team, helping to
launch a tool for global businesses to measure their fulfillment of women’s rights and recommend practices to close
both internal and external gender gaps. Recently, Tim has
worked with Educate the Children, a NGO in Nepal, to develop
monitoring and evaluation tools to assess the impact their
Integrated Community Development model. Tim is also currently researching innovative social protection policies and
their impact on human rights fulfillment in developing nations.
Pragya Shrestha is a PhD student in the School of Education at
the University of Delaware, and a graduate research assistant at
Delaware Environmental Institute (DENIN). Her interest areas are
in program evaluation and mixed methods research in Education.
Rekha Shukla, holds a Master in International Affairs from
Columbia University and has worked with Barbara Goldberg
& Associates, LLC for the past nine years. She has more
than twenty-five years of experience working internationally
and in the United States. Her evaluation, research, and civic
interests address pragmatic ways to make individuals and
communities more resilient through programs for first generation college students, mental health services, and affordable
housing. Rekha serves on the boards of Outreach Teen &
Family Services and EERS.
Michelle Sloper is a Senior Evaluation Associate at the
Claremont Evaluation Center. As a recent graduate of
Claremont Graduate University’s doctoral program in Positive
Developmental Psychology she received cross training in
developmental psychology and program evaluation. She is
interested in expanding her evaluation toolkit, particularly as
it applies to promoting evaluation use and fostering positive
youth development through effective programs. She recently
returned to Alaska to be close to family as she works with
clients remotely.
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Juna Z. Snow, Ph.D., is principal of Innovated Consulting,
LLC and on faculty at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign. She has extensive experience in applied social
science research including learning assessment, outcomes
measurement, and program evaluation, particularly applications informing railroad safety culture. She earned her doctorate in Science and Technology in Education, with a program
evaluation specialization, from the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign.

Shanna Rose Thompson, Ed.D., is the Center for Program
Evaluation Manager at UMass Lowell. She also serves as an
adjunct professor. Prior to working in higher education, she
served as a high school mathematics teacher in alternative
school environments in San Francisco and New Orleans, as
well as the Human Resources, Training, and Development
Manager at a community bank in New Orleans. Her research
interests include: students placed at risk, alternative education, dropout prevention, and resiliency.

Shira Solomon is the Principal Evaluator at Solomon
Evaluation in Burke, VA. She has worked in evaluation for 3
years and in education and research for 20. Currently, she is
working with summer and after-school programs that provide
academic support and enrichment through public school partnerships with community-based organizations. She enjoys collaborating with PACE partners, peer evaluators, and mentors
to learn, practice, and create more accurate and authentic
approaches to evaluating program impact.

Kati Tilley is a doctoral student in Education specializing in
Evaluation, Measurement, and Statistics at the University of
Delaware. After completing her undergraduate degree in psychology, Kati worked as a research associate at the Center for
Training, Evaluation & Community Collaboration (CTECC) conducting a mixed methods evaluation study for the Delaware’s
BEST initiative. Currently, she has a research assistantship
with the Center for Research Use in Education, an IES-funded
knowledge utilization center.

Kristyn Stewart is a Senior Research Associate at the School
District of Philadelphia where she oversees the research,
evaluation, and policy efforts related to early childhood
literacy. Her work includes matters such as quality pre-k, kindergarten transition and readiness, attendance, literacy coaching, instructional capacity, early literacy interventions, as well
as issues and interventions related to K-3 English Language
Learners. She is currently completing her dissertation in the
Urban Education Ph.D. program at Temple University.

Jacqueline Toppin is an M.S. student in Public and
Urban Policy at the Milano School of International Affairs,
Management, and Urban Policy at The New School. Recently,
she worked with Educate the Children (ETC), a Nepali NGO,
to develop an M&E toolkit for tracking and assessing ETC’s
impact in rural Nepal post-earthquake. At the Studley
Graduate Program of International Affairs at The New School,
she focused on the current health disparities in several disenfranchised countries.

Cynthia A. Tananis, Ed.D., founder and Director of the
Collaborative for Evaluation and Assessment Capacity (CEAC).
She is an associate professor at the University of Pittsburgh’s
School of Education and teaches in the School Leadership
Program. She has 31 years of experience in evaluation. Her
expertise focuses on using participative evaluation designs
with involved stakeholders, helping people make sense of and
benefit from the evaluation process through collaboration, and
linking evaluation studies and school reform policy.

Mellie Torres, Ph.D., has 15 years of professional experience
as a practitioner, applied researcher and program evaluator.
Publications include: An exploratory study of the academic
engagement and beliefs of Latino male high school students,
published in Race, Ethnicity, and Education, a chapter on the
status of Latino males in Invisible No More: Understanding
the Disenfranchisement of Latino Men and Boys (2011), and
From the Bricks to the Hall, in the Harvard Educational Review
(2009). She holds a Ph.D. degree from New York University,
master’s degrees in Mathematics Education from Montclair
State University and in Public Policy from the University of
Michigan, and an undergraduate degree in Mathematics from
Seton Hall University.

Bilal Taylor has a more than 15-years background in planning,
implementing, and evaluating high-quality youth development
programs, particularly in schools and community settings
serving older youth during out-of-school time. He also has
extensive experience in developing theories of change and in
qualitative evaluation methodologies, including focus group
facilitation. At Equal Measure, Bilal works on national evaluation projects with the W.K. Kellogg Foundation’s Family
Economic Security Workforce Development Pilots and Living
Cities’ City Accelerator initiative, among others.
Ashley Tetreault is an evaluator with Partnerships For Health.
Since joining PFH in 2010, Ashley has been involved as a
project manager and evaluator in several projects at both the
state and local levels. Ashley has a wealth of content knowledge in evaluation, Community Based Participatory Research
and project management and is well-versed in culturally and
linguistically appropriate health communication.

Keith Trahan, Ph.D., Keith Trahan serves as the Associate
Director of the Collaborative for Evaluation and Assessment
Capacity (CEAC) in the School of Education at the University
of Pittsburgh. He has ten years’ experience as an evaluator.
Keith has been lead evaluator and researcher for a variety
of programs in the areas of PK-16 math and science reform,
school leadership, instruction and learning, and capacity-building with community based human service organizations.
Elli Travis is an Economic Development Specialist at the
Virginia Tech Office of Economic Development. She conducts
community-based research using asset-based development
practices and has authored numerous reports assessing
impacts of initiatives on local and regional economies. She is
pursuing a Ph.D. in Agricultural, Leadership, and Community
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Education from Virginia Tech with a focus on impact evaluation
and has presented her conceptual research on “impact” for
evaluation, economics, and university audiences.
Jennifer Brown Urban is Professor of Family Science and
Human Development and co-directs the Research on Youth
Thriving and Evaluation Institute at Montclair State University.
Dr. Urban is trained as a developmental scientist with expertise in program evaluation. She is PI on projects aiming to:
1) build capacity for evaluation of character development
programs (CDPs), (2) determine features of CDPs that promote positive development; and (3) advance applications of
character science to enhance human flourishing.
Matthew Von Hendy, is the founder and principal of Green
Heron Information Services, a research and information firm
based in the Washington DC area. His areas of expertise
include information retrieval, information dissemination,
knowledge management, and social science, health and technical information resources. He has worked with professional
evaluators on a number of projects including social science,
health and business evaluations. He is an active member
of AEA, Washington Evaluators and an EERS board member.
He has presented at local, regional and national evaluation
conferences.
Rui Wang is a doctoral student of Evaluation, Measurement,
and Statistics in the School of Education, University of
Delaware. He was involved in several research/evaluation
projects in the field of education, transportation, health, and
public policy. He is now a research assistant at the Center
for Research in Education and Social Policy (CRESP) in the
University of Delaware.
Kristi E. Wagner, Ed.D., is a Senior Research Associate with
Shaffer Evaluation Group. Dr. Wagner joined SEG after 19
years in public education, most recently as a district coordinator with considerable experience in project design, planning,
and coordination. She has led evaluation studies for school
districts, served as lead evaluator for Regent University’s
MSP project, and conducted a special study for W&M SURN’s
school leadership initiative. Her recent work includes two
capacity building projects.
Laiyi Wei has a background in data analysis, qualitative
research, and program evaluation, with a focus on education
policy and social equity and equality. She also has teaching
and tutoring experience in the School District of Philadelphia.
At Equal Measure, her evaluation work focuses primarily on
education, workforce development, and community health.
Prior to joining Equal Measure, Laiyi Wei was a research analyst for the Netter Center for Community Partnerships at the
University of Pennsylvania.
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RESEARCH

You need to collect information about the work
you do. Whether it’s to measure your impact, raise
funds, or advocate for your cause or your clients.
We help you collect, analyze, and summarize data
using our great research skills. We help you
communicate powerfully with data using data
visualization. And we make it easy to enter, store,
and report on the data that matters to you using
Incite, a cloud-based software as a service
program designed just for you, and
with your data in mind.

DESIGN

TECHNOLOGY

Data Systems
Program Evaluation

Mapping

Strategic Thinking

INCITER.IO

Data Visualization

“Facts are stubborn things; and whatever may be our
wishes, our inclinations, or the dictates of our passion, they
cannot alter the state of facts and evidence.”
John Adams

The Bipartisan Policy Center’s Evidence-Based Policymaking Initiative supports the implementation
of the recommendations of the U.S. Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking. The initiative
provides advice and expertise on implementation options and strategies, and expands the work of
the commission as Congress develops legislation and as the Executive Branch devises regulations,
policies, and standards to improve the generation of high-level, quality evidence.
bipartisanpolicy.org/evidence |

@BPC_Bipartisan |

BipartisanPolicyCenter
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Make Your Research
Part of the Conversation.

We work with researchers, nonprofits
and foundations all over the country.
We design research reports, websites, and
infographics to communicate with policymakers,
funders and journalists.

Malish & Pagonis
www.MalishPagonis.com | Penelope@MalishPagonis.com | 610.660.9044

Program Design: Malish & Pagonis
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